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Ani DiFranco: One Woman Army
 

Forever fighting the good fight, the indie queen folks up voters around the
world.
 
by Jeanne Fury

 (Danny Clinch/Righteous Babe Records)

Ani DiFranco is an icon of indie pop politics if ever there was one. During the 15 years that she's
released albums on her record label Righteous Babe, DiFranco has become a musician who's higher
purpose-enlightening the public and uniting people-is never forsaken for mere album sales. 

The term "bisexual folk-punk singer-
songwriter" is almost always
associated with DiFranco, but the
designation "poet" somehow slips
through the cracks. It shouldn't. Her
insightful messages of tolerance
endear her to all those struggling to
smile in the face of the world's
insanity. The definition of dignity, the
troubadour sprite traverses the
planet with a spring in her step and a
song in her soul; in return, she has
earned herself a wealth of devoted
fans. 

Talking from her studio in New
Orleans, the 34-year-old spoke of
her recent "Vote Damnit" tour of the
swing states, feminism and
patriarchy, and her forthcoming
album Knuckledown. Given
everything that's going on the world
right now, you'd think this hyper-
aware artist-activist would be more
than a bit bent out of shape. But
she's nothing if not hopeful. Perhaps
her impassioned attitude comes from
completing a cycle of self-realization.
Not only has Ani DiFranco found her
voice. Ani DiFranco is her voice.

VH1: For your Vote Damnit! tour, you hit the battleground states and sought to get people to the
polls. I imagine this had to have a totally different tone than any of your other tours. What was the
vibe like? 

Ani DiFranco: It felt really good. In times like these, I feel so fortunate to have a job that's kind of
conducive to being active. Certainly we can all do that with whatever jobs we have, but [in this case] it
really felt like it was 1963 and we were driving around the South registering voters. It felt like we have
not come a long way, baby. Because we had this higher purpose, I had such a better attitude about
doing interviews and going to radio stations, because I felt like, yeah, it wasn't about me so much for a
change, which was nice. 

VH1: How did the people receive you? 

AD: The atmosphere was really inspired. I'm always a political sort, but like you say, it had a particular
focus so I was trying to speak to it in whatever way I felt every night. And we had a slideshow during
intermission with the history of voting rights in this country. Over the course of the whole evening I felt
like we sort of succeeded in what we set out to do which was not just to register people to vote but to
inspire them to vote, and not just this November, but from now on. Let's really create a democracy and
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see what that feels like.

VH1: I saw you at the March for Women's Lives in Washington D.C. and you mentioned the
favorite sign you saw in the crowd was one that simply said "Trust Women." With the threat of
Roe vs. Wade being overturned if Bush is re-elected, what does "trust women" mean to you? 

AD: Jeez, let's see, I'll try not to do a 40-minute diatribe on patriarchy [laughs]. It's funny. Words like
"patriarchy" are such red flags, you can barely say them. I mean you can't use the word "feminist"
without people running in the other direction! It's incredibly constrictive to dialog, which is what the
powers that be have as their intention when they take these words away from us and they mutate them
into flags of extremism. We live in a patriarchy. So does the rest of the world. I think basically, we're
looking at escalating violence perpetrated by our government, long histories of violence all over the world
and to put it as simply and as shockingly as possible, I think a balance of power between the genders is
a prerequisite to peace because you simply cannot oppress and stifle the wisdom of half of the world's
population and then try to keep the peace. Men just can't achieve peace on their own. There is nothing
wrong with them, there is nothing lacking in them, but it's only half of humanwisdom that is being
employed. When I see women entering the patriarchal system, that's not feminism at all. I mean,
Margaret Thatcher represents patriarchy, so does Condoleezza Rice. It's not just physical females that
need to be infused into the system. Literally, men need to defer to women's wisdom and create a
balanced philosophy - trust women. There are inherent areas of women's knowledge that differ from that
of men, and it is only the incorporation of the two that can bring a healthy balance or solutions. ...Uhhh,
does that answer work? [laughing]

VH1: You've always been a huge advocate for queer rights. You've been married and divorced to
a man. First of all, what is your stance on gay marriage, and second of all, did your marriage
influence your stance? 

AD: Ohhh, no. That experience...my own experience of marriage is not where my ideals come from. And
I would wish a happier, more balanced marriage on anyone queer or straight. Here's my two little cents
on "gay marriage," quote-on-quote. I think we should drop the word "marriage." 

VH1: Me too. 

AD: Oh, AMEN! Basically what we're talking about is civil rights. We need equal civil rights, and the word
"marriage" has such huge connotations. When people say "marriage is a religious thing," I say "Give it to
them." Give them the word "marriage." Sure, that can be associated with a religious thing and what
happens in churches. Meanwhile, I think everyone in the eyes of the state, whether straight or queer,
should have civil unions. Then if you want to get married, you go to a church and you get a preacher. But
if we're more strategic with our choice of language, it would help us achieve the actual legal goals. I was
talking to my friend Susan about Howard Dean, back when he was governor of Vermont, and she
complained "Well he took that gay marriage proposal and he watered it down to civil union," and I was
like, "But he GOT it, he got it." And that's the way, because as soon as you say "marriage," people are
gonna fight, fight, fight for cultural tradition so I say you cannot legislate culture, wejust need to keep our
eyes on the prize and be strategic with our language. It is not out of reach.

VH1: Let's talk about your upcoming album Knuckledown. It's kind of a turning point for you
because for the first time in your career, you're having a fellow musician, Joe Henry, as a co-
producer. This comes after Educated Guess, where you played every instrument and did all the
engineering, so what's it like having another body in the room? 

AD: Well, yeah, there were a whole lotta bodies. It was 180 degrees from Educated Guess for sure. It
was a difficult experience. I don't know that I've ever gone into a recording with a bunch of people I don't
really know. Not only did we record it in six days-that's like tracking two songs a day-but also teaching
the songs to some of the musicians as well as nailing them to tape. And you know, building bridges
between my sensibilities...I guess I would say, in retrospect, that the biggest collaboration was between
me and Husky, the recording engineer and mixer. That's another thing-I've always mixed my own
records. The real sound of the record comes from how you record it and how you mix it. This album
definitely sounds different than any of my records and it has a lot to do with Husky and a lot to do with
the whole group of people involved. And I'm pleased with it so that's rare.

VH1: From what I've read, you approached this album with the concept already in mind as
opposed to writing all the songs and finding the connection after the fact. 

AD: I guess I made a plan to make the record with only a couple of songs. I contacted my friend Joe
because I decided I needed other people in the room. So I got this ball rolling and started to scheme
about the musicians I wanted to work with and the instrumentation of the album, again, with just a couple
of songs. Then I wrote the album, pretty much, well, not deliberately, but yeah, with a vision of where I'm
gonna end up in mind which is different. I'm just a writer, songwriter. I write songs and then there's a pile
of them and I think "Oh I should record them." So this was much more premeditated.

VH1: Did you feel constricted at all? 

AD: No, no not at all. In fact it was a kinda difficult period. [laughing] I was going through a lot of
changes. And um, to exercise that muscle, to literally just start working out my writing muscle, and also
to exorcise my demons or process through my feelings at the same time was really empowering. I like
these tunes, and it was a catharsis emotionally and it was also an empowering show of strength for
myself. Like, I can knuckle down and write to a deadline if I need to.

VH1: If someone had asked me to list the entrepreneurial moguls in the music industry, I'd
include everyone from P. Diddy to Brett Gurewitz from Epitaph Records to Fat Mike from Fat
Wreck Chords to Clive Davis. And I'd include you, too. Come to think of it, you're the only female
mogul in the music industry I can come up with. Is it weird for me to be calling you a mogul? Do
you consider Righteous Babe your grassroots empire? 
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AD: It might be slightly misleading only in that, I'm a very rational person. I'm a rational kind of "arteest,"
and so in that sense I have a head for business, meaning I have a sense of perspective and a sense of
balance. But in terms of the actual devising of Righteous Babe Records, the building of it from the
ground up, that was really not me. All of the business savvy and the day-to-day running of the office and
the creating of the office was my friend Scot Fisher, one of my oldest friends and my manager. He's the
one who is like, "Okay we need to be a 501C3 corporation and we need to do this, and I think I need this
kind of person at the office," and just the day-to-day running of a pretty big business, is not something
I'm capable of. But you know what? Moguls don't do that anyway! [laughing] So what am I saying? Sure,
put me down! [laughing]

VH1: Take me through the different stages of Ani DiFranco and her relationship to music. What
did it do for you as a child, as a teenager first starting to play professionally, and what does it do
for you right now? 

AD: Well, I didn't start out life as a musician. I don't have a musical family and I didn't even gravitate to
music as a child, like who hears things on the radio or records and they changed my life. In the
beginning, I was just a creative kid who wanted to express herself, and playing guitar was one of the
ways I had. From very early on, my focus was writing. When I started making songs it was the poetry part
that really intrigued me. The playing and singing along was a bit of an afterthought. As I got older, I think
playing guitar got more and more captivating to me, more and more important and essential to me. I
was still sort of singing along. Singing only really became a part of who I am in the last five years maybe,
which is funny, because if you're a chick and you make music, you know, right from the beginning, you're
"singer: DiFranco." I've always been labeled "singer" but I thought that's not really my focus, or that's not
really what I do. But now in my life, singing, playing guitar, writing, dancing around onstage, political
activism which comes through my work, arts, drawing, rendering which I can do on my albums-it's all
become one. Now I'm in that really fortunate place in my life where I feel like what I do is who I am. And I
think that's much more a musician than when I started out. But also other things, all facets of my
personality or interests that I have, I've managed to finally incorporate into one job, which feels good.

VH1: Are you going to be like Willie Nelson, writing, recording, and touring, and being someone
who people are going to keep coming to see ...

AD: I hope so! That last part is sort of a perquisite to the other three things! Um, yeah, that's certainly my
dream. You never know what the future predicts. Maybe some point in the future, I'll just take a sharp left
but my guess is that I have found the way I can be most useful on the planet and my hope is that I'll be
able to do that for a long time. You know there are so many great examples... My friend Pete Seger, he's
incredibly inspiring. He's 80 or so, and his heart is still so in it. He still gives so much and he's still so
present in his work. And Maceo Parker, Utah Phillips, Willie Nelson like you said, these people are
definite inspirations for me.

VH1: Last question. Does the world feel bigger or smaller to you since you started this journey? 

AD: Smaller. Way smaller, I mean, you know, in a beautiful, beautiful way. The more time I spend on the
planet the more connections I make with people, the people that I need to be connected to, that I want to
be connected to. All of my associations, all of my choices along the way have led me down a certain
path and they're more and more incredible people along that path that, you know, make the whole world
feel like home and to have friends. And also, to be touring now for years, and not just to have gone to a
bunch of places in the world but to have returned to them again and again. I remember the last time I
pulled in front of this bar in Hamburg, Germany, there were the two prostitutes outside that I know!
[laughing] You know, it's been like years now that I've been playing this club in Hamburg, and it's like
"Oh how are you!" There's something really warm about that, to have connections. When I was 18 and
alone and driving around in my little bug, I was incredibly alone and isolated, and the world was huge
around me.

VH1: But you sorta shrunk it down. 

AD: Yeah.
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